A review and evaluation is given of the experimental data which are available for charge exchange processes involving iron ions and neutral H, H2 and He. Appropriate scaling laws are presented, and their accuracy estimated for these systems. A bibliography is given of available data sources, as well as of useful data compilations and review articles. A procedure is recommended for providing single approximate formulae to the fusion community to describe total cross sections for electron capture by partially-stripped Fe < l + ions in collisions with H, H2 and He, based on the scaling relationships suggested by Janev and Hvelplund.
INTRODUCTION
Charge exchange (electron capture) collisions involving multiply charged ions and neutral species have been studied extensively during the last decade. Much of the experimental and theoretical work has been motivated by data requirements of controlled-thermonuclear fusion research, and as a. result, much of the available data is for species which are of particular importance in fusion plasmas. Iron is an example of a specific ion which has received attention because of its importance as an impurity in nearly all magnetically-confined plasmas.
The subject of charge exchange collisions of multiply charged ions with neutrals (especially hydrogen atoms and molecules) has been reviewed from the perspective of of fusion research by a nuraber of researchers. Gilbody (1982) and de Heer (1983) have analyzed this subject from an experimental perspective, and the theory has been covered in a number of review articles, including those of Bransden (1983) and Janev and Presnyakov (1985) .
Experiments and theory for state-selective electron capture have also been analyzed recently by Janev and Winter (1985) . The < present report will concentrate on the data base for Fe ions in collision with H, H2 and He. These are considered to be the most important reactant combinations for present-day plasmas and future reactors. The process we shall consider is the following:
+ A + Fe +< l +n + A + A -H, H 2 or He n -1 for H; n «• 1,2 for H2 or He
GENERAL FEATURES
Charge exchange cross sections are characterized by a number of general features. Discussion of f.he process is usually divided into two energy regions, depending on whether the relative collision velocity is fast or slow compared to the mean velocity of the bound electron which is to be captured. For capture from hydrogen, this velocity is 1 a.u., or 2.2 x 10 8 cm/s, which corresponds to a collision energy ^f 25 keV/amu. In the low-velocity (adiabatic) region, the electronic structure of the interacting species can adjust to the changing Internuclear field as the particles approach and separate, and a quasi-molecular description of the collision process is required. In the high velocity (diabatic) region, the collision is relatively fast, and a perturbation-type treatment becomes applicable.
Some general features of cross sections for electron capture by multiply charged ions from neutrals are summarized below.
For a given neutral species at low velocities:
1. For multiply-charged, partially stripped ions, the cross sections tend to be large, velocity and ion-species independent, and to scale approximately linearly with q.
2. For nearly-fully-stripped ions at the lowest energies, the capture is highly state-selective, the cross sections do not scale w.th q in a simple way^ and are velocity-dependent.
For a given neutral species at high velocities:
1. The cross sections fall rapidly with increasing velocity.
2. The cross sections for partially-stripped ions depend only on q and are almost ion-species-independent.
3. Cross sections scale as q n , where a varies between 2 and 3, increasing with velocity.
4.
The distribution of final states of principal quantum number n becomes broader with increasing collision velocity.
DATA BASE FOR IRON
Total electron-capture cross section measurements have been reported for a number of charge states of iron ions in collisions with hydrogen atoms and molecules, but iron data is available for helium only at an energy of 7.1 MeV/amu for q=26. The available experimental data for multiply-charged ions colliding with atomic hydrogen have been compiled by Tawara et al. (1983a) . The corresponding data for H2 have been compiled
by Tawara et al. (1983b) and by Huber and Kahlert (1982) . A search of the current bibliographic files of the ORNL Controlled-Fusion Atomic Data
Ceiter indicated these compilations to be complete, and failed to identify any subsequent data in the energy range judged relevant to fusion-energy research (0.001 -1000 keV/amu).
All of the data have been obtained by the fast ion beam -gas target . method, in which .a mass-per-charge and velocity selected ion beam is directed through a differentially-pumped gas target cell. The total electron-capture cross section is determined from the variation with gas density of the fraction of ions which capture an electron, which is linear under single-collision conditions. The target-thickness (product of gas density and effective cell length) is determined either by gas pressure measurement, or by normalization to a well-established eross section for some projectile ion such as H*. All the data for hydrogen atoms were obtained by use of a thermal-dissociation gas target, in which H 2 is admitted into a tungsten tube heated to about 2300 K. The dissociation fraction is determined by measuring a double-eLectron-capture signal for some incident ion as a function of oven-tube temperature under singlecollision conditions. Since double electron capture is not possible from hydrogen atoms, this signal decreases as the H2 becomes dissociated.
In principle, the methods discussed above are capable of producing total cross sections with accuracies of 10-15% for H2 and He targets, and 15-20% for H. The actual absolute accuracy of a particular experiment depends oa the care which was exercised to ensure that the gas target was well-characterized, and that all product ions were detected and counted with unit or known efficiency. These considerations are relatively more important at the lower collision energies. In general, the projectile ion beam will contain some unknown fraction of ions in metastable states, regardless of whether the ion beam was produced directly in an ion source, or by stripping a lesser-charged fast ion beam in a thin foil or gas cell.
In any case, the state distribution of the incident ions will probably be representative of those which will exist in the plasmas for which these data are intended to be applied. The presence of metastable states does, however, complicate many comparisons of experiment and theory, the latter of which is almost always for the ionic ground state. Nevertheless, the electron-capture process for multiply charged ions tends to be dominated by the strong ionic Coulomb field, and is not expected to be influenced significantly by the quantum state of the projectile ion.
The available sources of experimental data for charge exchange collisions of Fe ions with H, H2 and He are listed in Figure 1 , reproduced from the compilation by Tawara et al. (1983a) . In this case, data are available both at low and at high energies. However, there are no low-energy experimental data for ionic charges q greater than 14. Thus theoretical predictions and scaling laws must be considered for these cases, as will be discussed later.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND SCALING LAWS A. Low Energies
The relative energy-independence of the total capture cross sections for partially-stripped ions at low energies is clearly shown by the data in Figure I . for Fe 5 * and Fe 6 * colliding with H-atoms. The data for H2 show a similar energy-independence. In these many-electron collision systems, the . energy-jLevel structure of the final ionic state is complex, and thus a number of curve-crossings occur which are favorable for capture. For fully or nearly fully stripped ions, the levels in the final ionic state become highly degenerate, fewer curve crossings occur which are favorable for capture, and the resonant selectivity of the capture process at low velocities can produce large or small cross sections, which are velocity-dependent (see for example Meyer et al., 1985) .
The scaling of low-energy electron capture cross sections for Fe1 + ions colliding with H atoms is shown in Figure 3 , from Phaneuf (1983) , 
B. High Energies
The situation at higher energies is much better in hand, in part because fast projectile beams can be produced more easily by foil or gas stripping, and in part because the cross sections behave in a more orderly and predictable manner. Figure 3 , taken from a paper by Meyer et al. (1979) The fact that electron-capture cross sections in this high-velocity range depend strongly on the ionic charge q, but weakly on ionic species is illustrated in Figure 4 , from Meyer et al. (1979) for seven-and fourteentimes charged 0, SI, Fe, Mo, Ta, W and Au ions colliding with H-atoms and molecules. The rapid fall-off with increasing velocity is also apparent.
On the basis of the Bohr-Lindhard (1954) model, Crothers and Todd (1980) have shown that the cross section for a bare ion colliding with a hydrogen atom at high energies is given by the expression Hvelplund's value is about 90% of that from Eq. 1, and for H2. about 80% of that from Eq. 2. It should be noted that the low-energy data of Phaneuf (1983) were not available at the time these scalings were examined. Knudsen et al. (1981b) and Salop (1977) , and the unltarized-distorted-wave (UDWA) method introduced by Ryufuku and Watanabe (1979) . Both methods produce cross sections which are in good agreement with experimental data for partiallystripped ions at energies above roughly 100 keV/smu. Figure 8 is taken from a recent paper by McDowell and Janev (1985) , and shows a comparison of their CTMC calculations with available data for Fe 1 ^ + H. The agreement is seen to be very good. In this case, allowance was made for the fact that the incident ion is not fully stripped via a variable charge potential.
Olson
There are no experimental data available in the energy range of interest to fusion on partial cross sections for electron-capture into spe- 
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